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1. Compliance with current guidelines on Low and Moderate sensitwity sites was over 90740 
(Figure 1). On High sensitivity sites compliance ranged from 80% on winter logging, to 25% 
on summer logging. 

2. Season, slope steepness and terrain unifomity wee correlatled with differences in 
detrimental skidding disturbance, as expected. Skidding disturbance increased with 
increasing slope steepness, was higher on summer vs. winter logged sites, and increased on 
non-uniform terrain types (Figure 2). 

3. For winter logged sites, average detrimental disturbance ranged from 6.7 - 9.4% on 0-15% 
and 16-30% slope classes, respectively. Summer logged blocks ranged from 10.6 - 16.1% on 
the same slope classes (Table 3). 

4. Average landing area on non-roadside treatment units vvas 3.4%. Landing area 
decreased slightly with increasing slope, and landings were slightly hrger on summer than 
winter logged sites (Figure 3). Seventy-two percent of surveyed landings were less than 4% 
of Treatment Unit area. 

5. Average total disturbance was calculated as the sum of landings, detrimental skidding and 
light disturbance. On slopes less than 30% total disturbance averaged 46.6% on summer 
logging, and 28.3% on winter logging (Figure 5). Total disturbance measures total machine 
traffic on a logged area, and is a conservative estimate because it does not include area in 
mainline or spur roads. 

6. Impressions in the "A", "2*, " 3  and "4" categories accounted for approximately 112 of 
detrimental skidding disturbance (Figure 6). 

7. Three moderately sloped sites (>30%) logged in winter using designated skidroad layout had 
detrimental skidding disturbance of less than 7.5%. Two of the 3 were on complex terrain. 

8. Additional sampling is needed on sites with slopes steeper than 30%. Ninety-nine of the 116 
blocks surveyed were on slopes less than 30%. 
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Soil Disturbance after Logging in 
British Columbia: 1991 Results 

S. R. Thompson1 and P. M. Osberg2 

I .O INTRODUCTION 

This report summarizes soil disturbance survey results for 11 6 lnterior sites. This work was done 
to facilitate a review, by the lnterior Forest Harvesting Council's Technical Advisory Committee, 
of the lnterim Harvesting guidelines for Interior sites. The objectives of this review were to: 
I) measure soil disturbance levels resutting from well planned and executed ground based 
harvesting, and 2) determine which combinations of terrain and harvesting systems resutted in 
acceptable levels of soil disturbance. 

The lnterim Harvesting Guidelines for lnterior sites recognize two major categories of soil 
disturbance: 1) severe disturbance resulting from the construction of landings and unapproved 
haul roads, which may represent permanent deletions from the productive forest land base, and 
2) ground based skidding disturbance, such as skidtrails and bladed skidroads. Maximum limits 
on disturbance were based on the inferred productivity loss in each disturbance category. 
Landings and unapproved haul roads were restricted to 4% of the Net Forested Area. The limit 
for ground skidding disturbance varied from 0% for Very High sensitivity sites, to 5% for Hgh 
Sensitivity sites, and 15% for Moderate and Low sensitivity sites. 

When the lnterim Harvesting Guidelines were published in 1989, there were limited data 
quantifying soil disturbance levels for specific harvesting systems and terrain conditions where 
logging was well planned and executed. Consequently, the guidelines were released with a 
recommendation that post-harvest soil disturbance surveys be conducted for 2 years, and that a 
database of soil disturbance survey information be established. Approximately 260 soil 
disturbance surveys were completed in the first 2 field seasons following the introduction of the 
guidelines. However, the majority of these surveys were not useful for evaluating the feasibilrty of 
the proposed guidelines because they were camed out on sites where there was a perceived 
problem in the way logging was conducted. As a result, many of these sites had levels of 
detrimental disturbance in excess of the proposed guidelines. 

To gain an improved understanding of the levels of timber harvesting related soil disturbance that 
are achievable, given good logging practices on a range of terrain conditions, soil disturbance 
surveys were conducted on selected benchmark sites. These benchmark sites were considered 
to be examples of ground skidding operations where the planning and execution of logging was 
average or better, according to current practice in the industry. Cable harvesting operations were 
not included in this sample because previous surveys had indicated that soil disturbance after 
cable harvesting was consistently below the maximum allowable levels. 

The results presented in this report have been used by the Interior Forest Harvesting Council's 
Technical Advisory Committee to review the lnterim Harvesting Guidelines . These results can 
also be used to define target soil disturbance levels in Pre-Harvest Silvicuttural Prescriptions 
(PHSP's). In evaluating target disturbance levels, it is essential that the specific combination of 
season of logging, terrain conditions and harvest system be considered because soil disturbance 
levels are strongly dependent on the combination of all 3 factors. 

- - 

Frontline Forest Research, Nelson, B.C., Ministry of Forests, Research Branch, Victoria, B.C. 



2.0 METHODS 

!.I Site Selection and Description 

Site selection was conducted by Ministry of Forests' District staff, Ministry of Forests' soil 
scientists, and by several licensee foresters. Sites were selected as benchmark examples of 
good planning and execution of logging using current practices. Not all mmbinations of She 
Sensitivity, slope class and logging system are equally repressntd; 99 of the 116 sites 
sampled were on slopes less than 30%. Sample size according to key site and logging system 
attributes is summarized in Table 1. 

To ensure consistency in survey results, each participating surveyor was required to take a soil 
disturbance measurement training course, and standardized field recording forms were provided. 
In addition to collecting soil disturbance information, a summary of site characteristics, harvest 
system attributes, and comments on the planning and execution of logging were recorded. 

1.2 Soil Disturbance Classification and Survey Methods 

Surveys were completed using the standard gridpoint-intercept method outlined in the manual for 
"Measuring Soil Disturbance Following Timber Harvesting3". Soil distutbance was assessed in 
the categories outlined in Table 2. 

.3 Definitions 

The use of the term detrimental disturbance in this report follows the current definition in the 
soil disturbance guidelines, which includes: landings, unapproved haul roads, and skidding 
disturbance that is either a bladed structure or an impression in the category of "l", "2 ,  " 3  or "4" 
(Table 2). Detrimental skidding disturbance refers to skidding disturbance from a bladed 
structure or an impression deeper than 5 cm. Total disturbance was defined as the sum of 
detrimental disturbance, and Light disturbance (category "L", Table 2). Total disturbance 
includes both detrimental and non-detrimental disturbance that results directly from machine 
activity. 

For the purpose of this study, treatment units (TU's) were defined as homogeneous areas 
within a cutblock that were uniform with resped to all of the following 3 factors: season of 
logging, harvesting method, and site sensitivity rating. Only a few of the surveyed cutblocks had 
more than 1 treatment unit. 

.4 Data Summary and Compliance Assessment 

The data were summarized according to terrain and harvest system attributes that were found to 
be significant using tabular and graphical analyses. Results are reported only for those attributes 
that were correlated with soil distutbance levels, and for selected attributes that are used in the 
classification of site sensitivity. 

Gompliance with the proposed soil disturban- guidelines was assessed in 2 ways: aclual 
compliance for a specific treatment unit was determined by comparing measured detrimental 
disturbance to the maximum allowable level stated in the guidelines for the actual site sensitivity 
of the treatment unit. The proportion of sites in actual compliance with the guidelines was 
tabulated by season of logging and site sensitivity. 

Cunan, M.C. and S.R. Thompson. 1991. "ring Soil Dishrrbance Following 'limber Harvesting. Land Management 
Field Guide Insert #5. Ministry of Forests, V i r i a ,  B.C. 
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Projected compliance was determined using cumulative frequency distributions for selected 
combinations of slope class and season of logging. For each combination of slope class and 
logging season, the frequency distribution identified the proportion of sites with detrimental 
disturbance equal to or less than a specified level, irrespective of site sensitivity. These 
distributions were used to project the effect of alternative soil disturbance limits on levels of 
compliance. 

3.0 FACTORS DETERMINING SOIL DISTURBANCE 

3.1 Landing Disturbance 

Average landing area on 102 treatment units was 3.4% (Table 4)4. Winter landings were 
smaller than summer landings: 2.9% vs. 3.7% (Figure 3 and Table 4). 

The debris component of landings on 0-15% slopes was measured on a subsample of 27 
sites. For this sub-sample, landing area without debris averaged 2.2% (Table 5). Where 
significant debris piles were present, they represent 37.2% of total landing area on average. 
The same proportion cannot be assumed for all landings because in many cases debris piles 
were so small that they were not measured. 

3.2 Skidding Disturbance 

Detrimental Skidding Disturbance 

Season, slope steepness and terrain unilomily5 were cormlaedl with dinerences in 
detrimental skidding disturbance. Skidding disturbance increased with increasing slope 
steepness, was higher on summer vs. winter logged sites, and increased on non-uniform 
terrain types (Table 6). All 3 factors were statistically significant (p.10) using an analysis of 
covariance model with slope as the covariate (Appendix 1). 

* On slopes less than 30%, skidding disturbance was consistently higher on complex terrain, 
irrespective of season (Figure 2 and Table 6). Too few sites were sampled on slopes over 
30% to interpret trends. 

Skidding disturbance increased with slope. A 1% increase in slope corresponded to a 0.21% 
increase in detrimental skidding disturbance, irrespective of season or terrain uniformity 
(Figures 7 and 8, Appendix 1). 

Designated skidding resulted in low levels of detrimental skidding disturbance. Designated 
skidroad systems on slopes in the 31 -45% range resulted in detrimental skidding disturbance 
levels less than 7.5% on 3 treatment units logged in winter (Figure 8 and Table 7). Terrain 
was complex on 2 of the 3 sites and unknown on the third. 

4~anding area was inconsistently recorded on the 12 roadside Treatment Units, therefare they were not induded in the 
summary. 

%enain uniformity was dassified as uniform or complex. The definition of complex terrain was not the same as that used in 
the Displacement Hazard key. Treatment units were dassified as complex if they met my ons of three condltlona: 1) 
more than 1 watercourse or gully per 100 msbws, or 2) terrain dassified as broken in ths Displacement Hazard key, 
or 3) terrain with a hummocky surface shape modifier. 
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Total Detrimental Disturbance 

* Trends in total detrimental disturbance closely followed those for skidding disturbance (Table 
3). 

Type of Skidding Disturbance: Bladed Structures vs. Impressions 

lmpressions in the "I", "Z", "3" and "4" categories accounted for approximately 112 of 
detrimental skidding disturbance (Figure 6). 

As slope increased, bladed structures comprised a larger proportion of detrimental skidding 
disturbance (Figure 9). The proportion of bladed structures also increased with increasing 
detrimental skidding disturbance. Differences in season were not significant. 

Light Skidding Disturbance 

Light skidding disturbance (category "L") averaged 22.7% overall, and was more than twice as 
high on summer (30.9%) vs. winter logged (14.6%) treatment units (Table 8). 

High overall levels of light disturbance are of concern on High and Very High Compaction 
Hazard sites, where it may be associated with puddling and detrimental compaction. 

* A weak correlation between light disturbance and slope was evident on summer logged blocks 
only (Table 9). 

3.3 Total Disturbance (Detrimental and Non-Detrimental) 

Average total disturbance was calculated as the sum of landings, detrimental skidding and 
light disturbance. On slopes less than 30% total disturbance averaged 46.6% on summer 
logging, and 28.3% on winter logging (Figure 5 and Table 10). 

All of the disturbances counted as "total disturbance", including the light category, resutt from 
machine traffic. Total disturbance is a conservative estimate of total machine traffic because 
it does not include area in mainline or spur roads. 

Compliance with correnl guidelines on Low and Modeme ~ n s i l i a w  sites was over 
90% (Figure 1). On High sensitivity sites compliance ranged from 80% on winter logging, to 
25% on summer logging. The low level of compliance (25%) on High Hazard summer logged 
sites, represents a sample of only 4 treatment units. Additional sampling is needed to 
determine representative compliance levels on these types of sites. However, summer 
logging has shown consistently higher disturbance levels than winter logging, and it would be 
therefore reasonable to expect a lower level of compliance on High Sensitivity summer 
logging sites than winter logging. 

Actual compliance ratings by site sensitivi must be viewed in terms of the fundamental 
relationships between skidding disturbance and terrain uniformity, slope and season of 
logging. High Sensitivity ratings encompass a wide range in these factors. High Sensitivity 
includes flat, uniform terrain with Very High Compaction Hazard as well as steep complex 
terrain with a High Displacement Hazard. 
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* Overall Sensitivity was a poor predictor of measured detrimental skidding disturbance by 
comparison with a stratification by slope class, terrain uniformrty, and season of logging 
(compare Figures 1 and 15). 

Tables 11 and 12 summarize detrimental skidding disturbance and total detrimental 
disturbance and by site sensitivity rating. 

Compliance using alternative limits on detrimental disturbance, was modeled for season and 
slope class, using cumulative frequency distribution functions (Figures 1 1-1 4). Results are 
summarized below. 

Too few sites were surveyed on slopes steeper than 30% to model compliance at alternative 
soil disturbance limits. Soil disturbance increased with siope.for both winter and summer 
iugging, therefore it can be assumed that on steeper sites, summer and winter logging 
compliance levels would be lower than the corresponding values shown in the table. 

Projected Compliance Levels by Season and Slope Class* 
- -- 

Assumed Soil Disturbance Limit 

Season Slope Class n 9% 12% 1 5% 1 9% 

Summer 0 - 15O/0 15 47/0 67% 73Y0 100% 
16 - 30% 23 4"/0 1 3"/0 43% 83Yo 

Winter 0 - 15O/0 35 77% 89% 91 % 91 Oh 
16 - 30% 14 50% 86% W/o 1 00% 

Ninety-four of the 116 sites summarized in this table had Moderate and Low sensitivity. It must be assumed that these 
94 sites were being managed to the existing guideline limit of 19%. The projwted compllancs kwsls in the @Me 
wuld  have probably been higher if lower soil disturbance limits had bsen the mana 
time of logging. 

Projected Compliance bevels by Season and Slope Class 
with the Worst 20% of Observations Beleld 

- - 

Assumed Soil Dislturbanw Limit 

Season Slope Class n 9% 12% 1 5% 19% 

Summer 0-15% 13 54% 77% 85% 1OPh 
16 - 30% 18 6% 17% 56% 1 000/0 

Winter 0 - 15% 28 W/O 1 0O0h 10P/0 1 O P !  
16 - 30% 11 64% 1 00% 100% 100% 

* The projected compliance results were recalculated after deleting the 20% of observations 
with the highest disturbance levels in each season - slope class grouping. The actual number 
of observations deleted ranged from 2 for summer logged sites on 0 - 15% slopes, to 7 on 
winter logged 0 - 15% slopes. Deleting these observations was considered as equivalent to a 
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simulation of an overall one in five improvement in performance. Resutts of this analysis 
showed that the conventional approach to summer ground skidding on slopes stsspsr 
than 15O/0 will not msst a guldelins limit Ism than 15%, however with excavator 
constructed skidroads, or rehabilitation efforts such as recontouring or dscompaclion, the area 
assessed as detrimental skidding could be reduced. 

After deleting the 20% of obsewations with the highest disturbance lev& in each season - 
slope class grouping, there was a high level of compliance with assumed soil disturbance 
limits as low as 12O/0 for summer ground skidding on slopes less than 15%' and winter ground 
skidding on slopes up to 3O0lO. 
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Percentage In 
Compliance 

0% 
Low Moderate 

Winter 
High Summer 

Site Sensltivlty 

Figure 1 Actual compliance with current soil disturbance guidelines (19% on Low and Moderate, 
and 9% on High Site Sensitivity). Data for this chart are shown in the table below. Note that 
the bar representing High Sensitivity summer logged sites is based on only 4 observations. 

Site Sensitivity 

Season Low Mderale High 

Summer 100% 8930 25°/0 
t31 [41 

Winter 100% W0/o 80% 
17 [351 [I51 

* Bracketed numbers indicate sample size 
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Summer Winter All 

0-1596 1630% 0-15% 16-30% 

Slope Class (%) 

Terrain Uniformity: Complex Uniform 

Figure 2 Detrimental skidding disturbance by season, slope class and tenaln uniformity. 
Disturbance is consistently higher on complex terrain. The 'All" categwy indudes blocks 
logged in mixed seasons and unknown seasons as well as summer and winter. 

summer 

f-J w. inter 

0-1 5% 16-30% 31 -45% ALL 

Slope Class 

Figure 3 Landing area by season and slope class. Landing size slightly decreases with increasing 
slope and is generally larger on summer than winter logged sites. 
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gum 4 Dlstrlbution funcilon for non- 
adslde landings, based on a sample of 102 
Is. Percentages on the Y-axis indicate the 
)portion of sites with a percentage landing 
ta equal to or less than the corresponding X 
s value. Seventy two percent of TUs in the 
nple had landing area equal to or less than 
Y. 

4%+ Machine tratfic on 
summer bgged bbdcs - - - - - - - 

Figure 5 Total disturbance by season 
- - - - - - - - - and slope class. Note the high disturbance 
- - - - - - - - - levels on summer logged sites. Although 
- - - - - - - - - a n t e d  as nondetrimental, Light disturbance is 

machine caused. These data show that on 
summer logged sites less than 30% slope, an 
average of 46% or more of Treatment unit area 
experienced some type of machine traffic. 

SM. Winter Summer 

PO a=: 0-15% 
Winmr Summer 

1640% . Landing Skidd* Lght 

gUre 6 Type of detrimental skidding 
iturbance averaged over all surveyed sites. 
iturbance from impressions and bladed 
Jctures is approximately equal. Bracketed 
nbers indicate the average for each class. 

Winter Summer 
3145% 

Impressions Bladed 
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Predicted Corrplex e Uniform 0 Unknown 

- 20 ae 

Figure 7 Summer ground skidding disturbance vs. slope. The symbols indicate the terrain 
uniformity. The solid line shows the fitted regression trend. The predicted value of 12°/0 
skidding disturbance occurs at 30°/~ stope. 

-- rn 0 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 

Slope (%) 

1 

0-8 . :  I 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 

Slope (%) 

Predicted Corrplex e Uniform 0 Unknown 

Figure 8 Winter ground skidding disturbance vs. slope. The symbols indicate ibe terrain 
uniformity. Cirded points show blocks logged using designated s k i d r d  @out. The solid 
line shows the fitted regression trend. The predicted value of 12% skidding disturbance 
occurs at 45% slope. 
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0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 

Slope (%) 

Figure 9 Proportion of skidding disturbance in bladed structures vs. slope. With increasing 
slope steepness an increasing proportion of detrimental skidding disturbance was attributable 
to bladed structures. A zero percentage means that all disturbance resulted from 
impressions. The solid line shows the fitted regression trend. 

NO YES 

LOW & MODERATE 

NO YES 

Figure 10 Total detrimental disturbance by Site Sensitivity and compli Bar heights 

show averages, while vertical lines show the upper and lower standard deviations. 
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Figure 11 Distribution function for summer logged sites on 0 - 15% slopes. based on a sam* of 
15 sites. Percentages on the Y-axis indicate the proportion of sites in compliance with he  
corresponding soil disturbance limit indicated by the dashed line. 

Figure 12 Distribution function for summer logged sites on 16 - 30% slopes, basd on a ram* of 
23 sites. Percentages on the Y-axis indicate the proportion of sites in compliance with the 
corresponding soil disturbance limit indicated by the dashed line. 
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Figure 13 Distribution function for winter logged sites on 0 - 15% slopes, based m a sample of 35 
sites. Percentages on the Y-axis indicate the proportion of sites in mp l i anc~ t  with the 
corresponding soil disturbance limit indicated by the dashed line. 

Figure 14 Distribution function for winter logged sites on 16 - 30% slopas, based m a sample of 
14 sites. Percentages on the Y-axis indicate the proportion of sites in compliance with the 
corresponding soil disturbance limit indicated by the dashed line. 
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Low Moderate 

Overall Sensitivity 
High 

Figure 15 Detrimental disturbance by Site Sensitivity. Bar heights show averages, whib vertical 
lines show the upper and lower standard deviations. 
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Table 1 Key Site Characteristics and Logging Attributes 

Sample Size: 1 16 treatment units (TUs) 

Slope: 99 TUs were on slopes less than 30% 

Season of Logging: Summer 44 
Winter 58 
Mixed 11 
Unknown 3 

Site Sensitivity: Low 12 
Moderate 82 
Hgh 20 
Very HigNUnknown 2 

Skidding Pattern: Random 71 
Contour 3 
Mixed Random & Contour 6 
Designated 7 
Roadside 12 
Unknown 17 

Skidding Method: Grapple 
Butt 
Unknown 

Felling Method: Feller Buncher 
Hand 
Unknown 

Machine Size: Large 
Medium 
Small or FMC - 
Unknown 28 
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Table 2 Soil dlsturbanee classlflcation" 

1 Coheslv* 5-10 an 

and Wng 
3 Non-cohesive 

s t  5 cm Hlgh Impact M n e  Trafac 
displacemenl 

(Into Organic L s y r )  
L Organlc < beiow crlleria U g M  Machlne TraHic Gstwbano 

4 Organlc 

0 Other types of asturbam (e.9.. Traversed disturbam such &i 

landings; also for log-bull or windlhrou, 
disturbance and dash Bavmulation 
p(1es: Llghl skiddec d\slurbsncc 
should ba recorded as 'L", above.) 

Undisturbed - c Undlslurbed (l~dudes light forest floor dislurbanco no1 atiributaMe 
to Light Machine Trafhc rL).) 

A lorest noor with no mineral soil exposed or any impresslon from machine travel. Ako 
includes surfaces beneath stumps or large coarse fragments, or natural bedrock surfaces. 
I1 an assessment beneath slash or large logs is possible, then il is made. Othefwise, these 
surfaces are recorded as undisturbed. 

'Note: Bladed areas on sMtrails greater than 1.5 m x 1.5 m wide and 5 cm deep are cam!ed as sWoads. 

* ~ased on maximn devh 01 cross-section (see ~ i .  7). areas no( me&ng the dtsrta &ova 
(1 5m x 1 Sm vide ard 5 cm deep) are w a b l e d  as M r a i l  dshrrbans 

b'~oncohesive s a w  oei~s- have a very we* -st cast t~ IS nomaicky and wilt not a n p i ~  *om 
S 4 mm (1.e. S. LS. ard some mar% SL lextures). For more inlormalion refer lo Soil Textus Key FS23. 

'A '-' u used lor undislurbcd $a Ihal these can appear as a ~ r i r o n l a l  Iw on Ms s u m  IOrm. 

KEY IDENTIFICATION CRITERIA 
Skidroads - bladed, usually with no stumps on the running surface. 
Skidtrails - non-bladed, with stumps often present on ~ n n i n g  surface 

Impressed ~ o u q e d  M Rutted 
1rocklWhcd Trochl Wheel Mork 

Moximvm deplh 
01 Cross-Section 
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11s 3 Average Detrimental Disturbance by Ssason, Terrain Uniformity and Slops 
Class 

- - 

ion: Unknown Mixed Summer Wlnter ALL 

ormity: C U ALL C U ALL C U ALL C U ALL C U ALL 

Yo . 5.7 5.7 13.6 

1.1 121 [21 151 

l0/o 17.8 . 17.8 19.1 

I11 1.1 (11 121 

5% 
1.1 [.I 1.1 1.1 

)O/o 

1.1 [.I 1.1 1.1 

keted numbers indicate sample size. 
omplex. U=Uniform 

le 4 Average Landing Disturbance (Debris Included) by Season, Slope Class and 
Skidding Pattern* 

- - - -  

ason: Unknown Mixed Summer Winter ALL 

:lass: 0-1516-30 ALL 0-1516-30 31-45 ALL 0-15 16-30 31-45 ALL 0-15 16-30 31-45 46-60 ALL ALL 

[21 111 
,rn 3.5 . 

I21 I.] 

U r 
1.1 [.I 

1-1 1.1 
lated 

1-1 1.1 
ide 

1.1 1.1 
wn . 5.1 

1-1 111 
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Table 5 Comparison of Landing Size With and Without Debris Piles* 

Landing Area (%) Landlng Arsa ( O h )  

Debris lncludsd Wahout Debris 

Slope Class: 0-15 16-30 31-45 ALL 0-15 16-30 31 -45 ALL 

Season: 

Mixed 2.7 . 2.6 2.6 1.6 1.1 1.5 
[41 1.1 [11 151 141 1.1 [I1 [51 

Summer 5.2 2.2 3.4 2.9 1.1 . 1.9 
151 17 1.1 tlr] 151 171 1.1 1121 

Winter 3.2 2.2 2 2.9 2.1 1.5 0.9 1.8 
1181 17 121 [27l 1181 m 121 [27l 

* Bracketed numbers indicate sample size. Roadside blocks not included. 

Table 6 Average Detrimental Skidding Disturbance by Season, Terrain Uniformity 
and Slop Class 

Ssason: Unknown Mixed Summer Winter ALL 

uniformity2: C U ALL C U ALL C U ALL C U ALL C U ALL 

1.1 1.1 [.I 
Bracketed numbers indicate sample size. 
C=Complex, U=Uniform 
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e 7 Average Detrimental Sklddlng Disturbance by Season, S lop  Class and Skidding 
Pattern 

jn: Unknown Mlxsd Summer Wlntsr ALL 

Class: 0-15 16-30 ALL 0-15 16-30 31-45 ALL 0-15 16-30 31-45 ALL 0-15 16-30 31-4546-60 ALL ALL 

~ l e  8 Average Light Skidding Disturbance by Season, Terrain Uniformity and Slope 
Class1 

ion: Unknown Mixed Summer Wlnter ALL 

>rrnity2: C tJ ALL C U ALL C U ALL C U ALL C U ALL 

keted numbers indicate sample size. 
M p l e x ,  U=Uniform 
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Table 9 Pearson Correlation of Light Skidding 
Disturbance ('VL"") with Selected Variables 

Dsirimental 
Slope SkMding 

Summer 

Winter -.I2 -.04 
(ns) (ns) 

(ns) not statistically significant at p=.10 

Table 10 Average Tstai Disturbance by Season and Slop  Glass 

Summer Winter 

3145% ALL 3 1 4 %  ALL 

Landing 3.9 3.9 2.8 3.7 2.9 3.1 3.2 2.9 
Skidding 6.7 12.3 9.3 7.8 4.3 6.7 7.5 5.8 
Light 37 29.8 13.6 30.9 14.8 13.9 14.3 14.1 
Total 47.6 46.0 25.9 42.4 22.0 23.7 z . 0  22.8 
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e 1 I Average Detrimental Skidding Disturbance by Overall Sits Ssnslliviw, Ssason and 
Slope Class 

~ n :  Mlxsd Summer Wlntsr All Ssasonr* 

=lass: 0-15 16-30 31-45 ALL 0.15 16-30 3 1 4 5  ALL 0.15 16-30 31- A U  0.15 16-30 31-45 ALL 

7.9 7 . 7.5 9.1 
111 [ll 1.1 121 (21 

ate 6.9 14.3 14.1 10.5 6.3 
141 PI 121 PI 1101 

19.9 . . 19.9 9.3 
[ll 1.1 1.1 [ll 121 

lig h 
1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 

w n . 0.7 

1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 
es unknown seasons (4 treatment units) 

? '12 Average Total Detrimental Disturbance by Overall SlW Snsilivity Season and 
Slope Glass 

n: Mixed Summer Winter All Ssasons 

lass: 0-15 16-30 31-45 ALL 0-15 16-30 31-45 ALL 0-15 16-30 31-45 46-60 ALL 0-15 1630 31-45 46-60 ALL 

11.1 10.3 
111 111 

lte 10.4 19.1 
141 [21 
23 . 
111 1.1 

igh . 
[.I [.I 

ryn 
1.1 1.1 

s unknown seasons (4 treatment units) 
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Analysis of Covariance Model for Slope, Terrain Uniformity and 
Season of logging 

General Linear Models Procedure 

endent Variable: AVSKLD 
Sum of Mean 

rce D F Squares Square F Value Pr > F 

rected Total 8 6 2859.0063655 

R-Square C.V. Root MSE AVSKID Mean 

rce 

ameter 

DF Type I SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 

DF Type I11 SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F 

T for HO: Pr > J T  I Std Error of 
Estimate Parameter=O Estimate 

ERCEPT 1.587870203 B 
SON3 SUM 3.569472824 B 

WIN 0.000000000 B 
PE2 B 1.959026668 B 

U 0.000000000 B 
SON3*SHAPE2 SUM B -0.389953928 B 

SUM U 0.000000000 B 
WIN B 0.000000000 B 
WIN U 0.000000000 B 

PE 0.211500998 

E: The X I X  matrix has been found to be singular and a generalized inverse 
was used to solve the normal equations. Estimates followed by the 
letter 'B1 are biased, and are not unique estimators of the parameters. 
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Provincial Soil Disturbance Summary: 1991 
(FILE: GLMSHAPE, Summer and Winter only) 

Least Squares Means 

SEASON3 AVSKID 
LSMEAN 

SUM 9.61518983 
WIN 6.24069398 

SHAPE2 AVSKID 
LSMEAN 

SEASON3 SHAPE2 AVSKID 
LSMEAN 

SUM B 10.3997262 
SUM U 8.8306535 
WIN B 7.2202073 
WIN U 5.2611806 
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